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The current working relationship
between the Postal Service
and the Bureau of Engraving and Printing
for the production
of postage stamps represents
a major improvement of the
situation
GAO reported to the Committee in 1989. By 1988,
the relationship
between the two agencies had become severely
strained
and the Postal
Service
proposed that all stamp
production
should be contracted
out to the private
sector
within 5 years.
Today, Postal Service and Bureau officials
agree that their
relationship
is much more harmonious as the
result
of a 1990 formal interagency
agreement spelling
out
detailed
understandings
and procedures.
GAO nevertheless
observes that potential
developments in four
areas could threaten
the Bureau's long-term
postage stamp
production
role.
First,
technological
changes in both the
information
transmission
industry
and in the product itself
could reduce the demand for water-activated
stamps.
Past
growth levels may not be achieved in the future
if electronic
information
transmission
erodes first-class
mail volume, or
if self-adhesive
stamps (which the Bureau does not make)
become more commonly used.
Second, if public deAnand for water-activated
stamps does not
increase as the Postal
Service has forecast,
the number of
sta;nps printed
by the Bureau could fall
below optimum
capacity
because
of the Postal Service's
commitment to share
from 20 to 30 percent of.production
with the private
sector.
Excess capacity
could result
in the Bureau's stamp prices
being uncompetitive
with the private
sector.
Third, the Postal Service has made it clear that it will not
coinpromise its demands for high quality,
reasonable costs,
and on-time delivery.
The 1990 interagency
agreement spells
out extensive
quality
control
procedures;
and the Bureau has
launched a promising Total Quality Management initiative.
Fourth, the agencies continue to disagree on the extent to I
which the condition
and layout
of the Bureau's downtown
Washington production
facility,
the newest part of which is
53 years old, affects
production
efficiency.
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Study of Stamp Production
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.
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Between The
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to our report's

THE RBL42IONSHIP BETWEENTHE POSTAL
SERVICE AND THE BUREAU HAS IMPRCVED
There is no question

thaq the current
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improvement
reflected

Service

in the late

in our 1989 report

difference
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over quality

and cost

that

requirements
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accorded

status

stamps for
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were transmitted
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,
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only.

and -
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should
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interest,
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and encouraged
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out over several
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5 years.
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continuing
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and should

Secretary

and Bureau officials
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no longer

agreement

sector

a century

in writing
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a fundamental

The Bureau noted that

communication
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service

development,
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a 1982 privatization
that

be.

frequent

By 1988 the relationship.had

become so strained
requirements

overlay

a supplier

not be negotiable.

is

Then,

should

the Bureau was simply

had been producing

Today,

issues

a major

1980s;that
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over what the relationship
felt

relationship

and the Bureau represents

over the situation
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interagency
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purpose
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the Postal

Service
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project
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long term planning

development,
agreement
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for

for

l-year
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According
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can

research
needs.

and
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in
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in effect
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and personnel

understandings
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costs,
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The actions

taken

been completely
doubts

that

improved

would be unduly
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future.
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for
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stamps is assured
potential
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optimistic
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in the future:
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However,
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level
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to retain
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public
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of
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price.

demand for
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Service's
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number of stamps to keep its

optimum efficiency
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manner at the best possible

with

overly

sector.

that
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to Bureau officials,
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the number of stamps to be printed
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it
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sufficient
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of all
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in a timely

water-activated
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However, as the Bureau has pointed
has forecast,
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agreement details

sector.
Service's

forecasts
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operating
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at
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charges
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utilization
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position

when negotiating
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of
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with
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commensurate with

amount.
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with

commitment to build
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guarantee

than a percentage

rather

Service

in
said
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result
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Because of this,
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business.

amount of stamp orders,
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This

all

believes

for
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it
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precisely
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disputes
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Service
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In summary, Mr. Chairman,

that

is a

Given this,
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assurance

of a

than would a legislated

monopoly.

That concludes
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statement.

to respond to questions.
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